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Abstract: The optimization of energy input on agricultural farms, such as through improved fuel
consumption, is currently under investigation in agricultural mechanization research with the aim
of achieving economic and environmental goals. In previous research, we developed a simplified
algorithm focused on defining the most efficient tractor–implement combination considering the
factors that most influence this aspect. The ASABE (American Society of Agricultural and Biological
Engineers) equation for calculating the drawbar pull force was adopted to fit the results to the
soil conditions. Agricultural tires of different sizes were tested at different pressure settings under
field conditions to assess differences in drawbar force. The resulting algorithm underwent a linear
regression analysis to achieve a simplified equation for assessing the optimal wheel-slip, mass, engine
power, and tire pull force properties during drawbar works that result in optimal fuel consumption
with a minimal tractor efficiency impairment. Using a specific probability density function, the Monte
Carlo Simulation method introduced randomness into the input and runs a sufficiently large number
of trials to identify the most probable output. The result is a simplified algorithm that can be used
to investigate the effects of certain parameters on fuel consumption; however, it can be adapted to
evaluate the effects of different implements, tires, engine settings, or fleet management methods on
fuel consumption.

Keywords: fuel consumption; traction; agricultural tire; dynamometric vehicle

1. Introduction

The optimization of energy inputs for agricultural activities is becoming increasingly
important, even more so when considering nonrenewable energy sources and emission mit-
igation. As far as tractors are concerned, from an energy perspective, heavy drawbar work
(e.g., plowing) is one of the most critical tasks because of the engine power requirement
and the number of factors affecting the tractive efficiency of the machine. Standard mea-
surement methods [1] make it possible to obtain comparable data and develop algorithms
on tractor dynamics and efficiency; however, such standards recommend that the machine
is run on either asphalt or concrete test tracks that do not represent standard agricultural
working conditions.

Many studies on tractor efficiency have focused on power efficiency by varying the
engine, driveline, and tires [2–5]. However, traction performance optimization, not only in
terms of material engineering but, above all, concerning labor and energy efficiency, remains
of primary importance [6–12], particularly in light of investigations that have delved deeper
into the effects of soil properties on tractive efficiency and performance [13,14].
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Cutini et al. [15] investigated the fuel consumption of 100 tractors of different weights
and engine power levels according to the OECD Code 2 standard test and achieved a
regression equation that served as the starting point to analyze the driveline efficiency
and the power lost through both rolling resistance and slippage. The extension of such an
equation to soil conditions foresaw the application of a horizontal force to the agricultural
tractor drawbar while running it on a field [16,17]. The measurement of the primary
tractor performance outputs in the field (i.e., drawbar force, forward speed, wheel-slip)
was performed with four tractors with different sets of tires over a total of 84 tests, and the
results highlighted the relationship of the drawbar force with wheel slippage [18,19].

In this work, the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method was used to explore the effect
that tractor engine adjustments (i.e., load and speed [20]), tractor mass, wheel-slip, and the
tire traction properties have on tractor-specific fuel consumption. The impacts of each of
these variables were also evaluated. The output of the MCS highlighted the most influential
variables, and the results were verified afterwards with specific experimental activity.

This paper is structured as follows:

• Section 2 reports the reference equations that were chosen, the variables they contain,
the way the MCS algorithm was developed, and the experimental trials carried out for
the validation activity.

• Section 3 shows the MCS output, how it relates to the random input variables, and
their importance, as determined by the linear regression analysis. Sections 3.2 and 3.3
show the results of the experimental trials and the validation process entered when
compared with the MCS output.

• Sections 4 and 5 discuss the achieved results and present the conclusions of the study.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Reference Equations

A summary of the algorithms used in the present work and presented in the cited
literature is as follows:

The equations used to set up the methodology belong to different standards. Tractors
use internal combustion engines to power farm machines. However, power losses occur
when exerting power through the drive wheels, the PTO shaft, and the hydraulic system.
When performing heavy drawbar tasks (e.g., plowing), the first step is the calculation of
the drawbar power, that is, the power that the machine makes available to users. For this,
it is necessary to assess the Specific Fuel Consumption per hectare (SFCha). The power at
the drawbar (Pdb) results from the measurement of the applied horizontal force and the
forward velocity, as shown by Equation (1) [21]:

Pdb = F·→v (1)

where the power at the drawbar (Pdb, kW) is the product of the drawbar pull (F) and the
vehicle velocity (

→
v ) in the direction of travel. The drawbar pull is the force in the direction

of travel that the vehicle produces at the drawbar or hitch.
However, to calculate the specific fuel consumption (SFC) of the power at the drawbar,

the power at the engine that results from Equation (2) needs to be considered. Here, the
calculation of the maximum power available at the drawbar considers the losses in the
maximum power of the engine [15,22]. Hereinafter, the power of the engine is always
referred to as the PTO, in compliance with the OECD Code 2 [1].

Pdb = α·PPTO − Pvd − Ps (2)

where

• Pdb is the power at the drawbar (kW);
• PPTO is the maximum engine power measured at power take-off [1] (kW);
• Pvd is the power used for the vehicle’s displacement (kW);
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• Ps is the power lost due to slippage (kW);
• α is the driveline efficiency coefficient (dimensionless).

Inserting the coefficients from the linear regression analysis presented in the study by
Cutini et al. [19] into Equation (2) results in Equations (3) and (4):

Pdb = 0.92·PPTO − 0.07·M·→v − 0.009·PPTO·s (3)

PPTO = (Pdb + 0.07·M·→v )·(0.92− 0.009·s)−1 (4)

where the power at the drawbar relates to the following:

• PPTO is the maximum power of the engine measured at power take-off [1] (kW)

• M is the dynamic wheel load, in force units, normal to the soil surface (
⇀

kN);

• →
v is the forward velocity (m s−1);

• s is the wheel slip (dimensionless).

The constants with values of 0.92 and 0.07 are the driveline efficiency coefficient (α in
Equation (2)) and the motion resistance ratio coefficient on terrain soil, which affects the
Pvd. They both comply with ASAE standard recommendations [18].

The target of this study is the tractor-specific fuel consumption per hectare of tilled
soil (SFCha, kgfuel ha−1) that results from Equation (5):

SFCha = hha·SFCkW ·PPTO·10−3 (5)

where

• hha are the worked hours required for 1 hectare (hours ha−1, from Equation (5));
• SFCkW is the specific fuel consumption of the engine (gfuel kWh−1);
• PPTO is the power provided by the vehicle’s engine (kW).

The hha calculation (Equation (6)) results from measurements of the operating condi-
tions when the operator runs the tractor at a constant speed without turning the steering
wheel:

hha = W−1·(3600·→v )
−1
·104 (6)

where

• W is the working width of the implement (m);

• →
v is the forward velocity (m s−1).

The second step focuses on the influence that tire traction properties have on the SFCha.
There is a need to introduce a new variable (Grip, dimensionless) to justify the variations in
the dynamic traction ratio under operating conditions.

By defining F and assigning s, the ASAE 2003 standard [21] allows the dynamic wheel
load to be calculated. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the dynamic traction ratio (Tr;
dimensionless [21]), which is the ratio of drawbar pull (F) to the dynamic load on the
vehicle (Equation (7)).

Tr = F·M−1 (7)

The dynamic traction ratio alone does not account for the tractive properties of the
tires. Therefore, a new index (called specific dynamic traction ratio-T′r-Equation (8)) that
includes the features of the tires results from its multiplication with the grip coefficient
(Grip, dimensionless) and ranges from 0.85 to 1.15 (Section 2.2).

T′r = F·M−1·Grip (8)

Of course, such a change affects the calculation of M and, consequently, the parameters
in Equation (4), which vary as follows (Equation (9)):

PPTO =
(

F·→v + 0.07·F·Tr
−1·Grip·→v

)
·(α− 0.009·s)−1 (9)
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Finally, by substituting the value of PPTO into Equation (4), the algorithm used for the
Monte Carlo analysis changes into Equation (10) (CREA-IT equation):

SFCha = hha·SFCkW ·
(

F·→v + 0.07·F·Tr
−1·Grip·→v

)
·(α− 0.009·s)−1·10−3 (10)

The calculation of SFCha requires the following inputs that, in this work, have fixed
and variable values:

• F, taken from the ASAE standard (fixed as it refers to a given plow);
• Tr, taken from the ASAE standard (Bn = 55);

• →
v , which is fixed (1.94 m s−1);

• S, which is variable;
• SFCkW, which is variable;
• A, which is fixed (0.92);
• The motion resistance ratio coefficient, which is fixed (0.07);
• Grip, which is variable.

In this study, plowing was the agricultural task analyzed. This is a heavy operation
that is based on drawbar pull only without simultaneous PTO use. The required implement
draught and drawbar power were taken from the ASAE 2003 standard [21] recommenda-
tions. More specifically, the chosen virtual implement was a moldboard plow 1.8 m wide
with a tillage depth of 0.3 m and a set speed of 1.94 m s−1 (net of the wheel-slip). After
calculating the required drawbar pull force, the wheel slip level was set and the tractor’s
mass was defined using Equation (7) where Tr was taken from the ASAE [21]. Once the
desired forward velocity had been set, Pdb was calculated from the drawbar pull force and
the actual forward velocity (Equation (1)). Then, Equation (8) allowed the calculation of
the PPTO.

2.2. Random Independent Variables

The range of random variables resulted from on-purpose testing activities (hereafter
described) that pointed out the extent and the modality of such variations.

2.2.1. Tire Grip

Equipping a tractor with highly tractive tires may improve and optimize fuel con-
sumption. To deepen this, the testing of 18 sets of tires with different sizes and inflation
pressures under field conditions provided helpful information to calculate the dynamic
traction ratio (T′r) field variation resulting from the Grip. The soil features were as follows:
mean resistance to penetration of 1–1.3 MPa, 14% moisture, 68% sand, 24% loam, and 8%
clay (the skeleton represented 30% of the soil).

The testing involved running the tractor with specific wheel-slip values between 15
and 35% and focusing on the traction variations, particularly those occurring at the lowest
slip value (i.e., 15%).

At 15% slip, the average T′r in the experimental trials was 0.46 ± 0.07 (15% of the
coefficient of variation), a value that fully complies with the ASAE 2003 standard [21] output
under the same conditions. Given this, based on Equation (7), the T′r standard deviation
results from the variability in the Grip coefficient of the wheels, meaning that the average
grip value (Grip = 1) ranged within the same percentage of variation (0.85 ≤ Grip ≤ 1.15)
during the trials.

2.2.2. The Specific Fuel Consumption of the Engine (SFCkW)

The range of variation for the SFCkW resulted from considering the use of the tractor
engine in terms of load (throttle) and speed (min−1). For example, based on the curves
displayed in Figure 1 (which result from the experimental PTO power tests carried out
at the CREA-IT facility in compliance with OECD code 2) and the required engine power
for plowing under the given conditions of 57 kW, when using a 71 kW power tractor, the
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engine delivers the required power in the 1400–2200 min−1 range (Figure 1). In contrast, for
an 87 kW tractor, the required power is available with engine speeds of 1200 to 2200 min−1.
The operator manages the engine’s working conditions with the throttle and the gearbox.
Therefore, the resulting specific fuel consumption (at full engine throttle) ranges from 242
to 293 gfuel kWh−1. If the farm machinery fleet consists of a tractor with maximum engine
power of 57 kW, it could instead provide the necessary power at 2200 min−1 only. On the
other hand, if the available tractor has an engine with a maximum power of 150 kW, it will
perform the task with a partial fuel load, but in both of these cases, the engine will run at
far from the lowest specific fuel consumption value of 242 g kWh−1 [20].
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Figure 1. Example of the shape of the maximum PPTO and the relative SFCkW of a 71 kW tractor. A
representation of the required power and the “ideal” working point in terms of efficiency is provided
(i.e., 57 kW at 1400 min−1).

The correct choice of tractor power decisively affects fuel consumption [20]. The simu-
lation predicted the use of a tractor engine power and driveline combination, resulting in a
specific fuel consumption ranging from 245 (minimum engine speed) to 293 g kWh−1 (max-
imum engine power supplied at an engine speed of 2210 min−1). In practice, this means that
using a tractor that can supply the necessary power for plowing in the 1400–1700 min−1

range is crucial for specific fuel consumption optimization.

2.2.3. Wheel Slip (s)

Wheel slip has always been considered to affect tractor efficiency, because it results in
a loss of drawbar force power. Therefore, the simulation tested wheel slip values ranging
from 3 to 30% to deepen the knowledge of its effect on efficiency.

The independent input variables for the MCS were

• Slip: 3–30%;
• Tire grip: ±15%;
• Specific fuel consumption: 245–293 g kWh−1.

2.3. Monte Carlo Analysis

The Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method is a numerical-based probabilistic uncer-
tainty modeling technique that uses randomness to solve deterministic problems [23]. The
MCS provides a probabilistic uncertainty analysis of complex engineering systems with
uncertain variables [24–26]. The method relies on performing a sufficiently large number of
trials and changing the input variables according to a specific probability density function
(PDF). Counting the outcome of each trial provided the answer to the original question
describing the expected model output and its probability of occurrence [27,28].
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The stochastic model construction was based on the abovementioned input variables,
i.e., the tire grip (Grip), wheel slip (s), and tractor-specific fuel consumption (SFCkW), to
predict the tractor-specific consumption per unit of surface area (SFCha, kg ha−1) during
plowing, according to Equation (10).

The creation of a representative model output resulted from one thousand model runs
that were performed while contemporarily varying the input variables Grip (% of traction
ratio), s (%), and SFCkW (g kWh−1) within an experimentally assessed range of values
following the PERT distribution [29], which is a continuous probability distribution defined
by parameters α and β (Equation (11)) that provides reasonable values resulting from
the minimum (a), most likely (b), and possible maximum (c) values of the input variables
(Table 1).

α =
4b + c− 5a

c− a
β =

5c− a− 4b
c− a

(11)

Table 1. The distribution of independent variables.

Value Grip (% Net Traction) Slip (%) SFCkW (gfuel kWh−1)

Minimum (a) 0.85 5 245
Most likely (b) 1.00 15 269
Maximum (c) 1.15 29 293

The result of each model run was a SFCha value (kg ha−1). In addition, these model
outputs underwent data processing to assess the effect that input variables have on the
model’s outcome by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between any input
value and the model output.

Statistical processing was performed with MINITAB™ 17.0 software [30]. First, the
model output underwent a graphical resume using a histogram of data overlaid on the
normal curve; boxplot and 95% confidence intervals for the average and median values
were also calculated. Subsequently, further investigation involved the use of the stepwise
linear regression analysis (LRA) with backward elimination on standardized data and
calculation of the LRA coefficients (p < 0.05) to highlight the importance of each variable in
the uncertainty of the output (SFCha, kg ha−1).

Following Campolongo et al. [31], the standardized regression coefficients (SRC),
calculated using MS Excel Spreadsheet according to Equation (12), were used to quantify
the effect of changing each input variable away from its mean by a fixed fraction of its
variance while keeping all other variables at their expected values.

SRC =
bj

√
∑(xij−xj)

2

N−1√
∑(yi−y)2

N−1

= bj
σx

σy
(12)

2.4. Experimental Trials

Carrying out drawbar field tests with six different sets of tires and calculating the
specific fuel consumption per hectare of each tire set allowed the comparison of the model
output with experimental data. During the trials, a dynamometer vehicle (DV) [16,17]
was connected to the drawbar hitch point of the tractor, which was in 2WD mode and
equipped with a ballast. The DV provided the braking action necessary to result in the
desired drawbar pull and tire slip (Table 2 shows the used equipment).
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Table 2. Equipment used in the experiment.

Instrument or Material Make and Model Scope

Test tractor 208 kW, MFWD type Drawbar pull
Dynamometric vehicle 234 kW, MFWD type Braking force and wheel slip measurement

Weighing platform Bulgari 20 t (Adda Bilance, Milan, Italy) Mass measurement
(max 20 t; division 5 kg)

450 m soil test track CREA-IT, Bergamo, Italy Drawbar pull test surface

Force transducer AEP T20-C2/10T (Modena, Italy) Drawbar pull force measurement
(±0.02% combined error)

GPS DS-IMU 1 (Wetzlar, Germany) Forward speed measurement
(Accuracy: ±0.05 m s−1)

Rotation optical sensors Mod. 63L 3000B, Comp srl (Milan, Italy) Wheel slip measurement

Each drawbar test was carried out with the forward speed of the unloaded tractor
set at 6 km h−1. The DV operator gradually increased the drawbar pull to reach different
tractor tire slip levels. The operator kept the test tractor speed as constant as possible to
record the slip under stable conditions: when the tractor reached a given wheel slip, the
drawbar pull was acquired, and the DV operator increased the braking action of the DV
to achieve and maintain the subsequent slip value. The procedure was performed on a
450 m-long straight stretch.

In the trials, a 208 kW tractor was equipped with six tire settings: four different sets of
tires at two different pressures. The tests were carried out at the following levels of wheel
slip: 2.5; 5; 7.5; 10; 12.5; 15; 17.5; 20; 22.5; 25; 27.5; and 30%.

The drawbar tests complied with the OECD Code 2 standard measurement method
for tractor drawbar power assessment [1]. However, the OECD Code 2 does not focus
specifically on assessing the drawbar pull on soil, and therefore, the measurement protocol
was completed with the recommendations from procedure no. 41 of the Italian ENAMA
(National Body for Agricultural Mechanization) [32]. Equation (13) allows tire slip to be
assessed by measuring the covered distance and the tire revolutions under loaded and
unloaded conditions:

s =
(An − Al)

An
100 (13)

where

• s is the slip (%);
• An is the advance under no-load conditions per wheel revolution (m);
• A1 is the advance under load conditions per wheel revolution (m).

A GPS measures the travelled distance; optical sensors connected to the wheel hub
indicate the number of tire revolutions; a force transducer, placed between the drawbar of
the pulling tractor and the front of the DV, measures the drawbar pull.

The power at the drawbar results from the measurement of the applied horizontal
force and the forward velocity (Equation (1))

Traction data are expressed as the dynamic traction ratio, which is the ratio of the
drawbar pull (F) to the dynamic load (Wd) normal to the surface [21]. The evaluation of
the efficiency of the different tire settings required, however, the specific fuel consumption
related to the power at the drawbar (SFCdb) to be calculated. To do this, the power at the
PTO was calculated using Equation (3). The power at the drawbar was determined from
direct measurements during the trials, and the specific fuel consumption of the engine was
set at a constant value of 269 g kWh−1. These data were entered into Equation (13).

SFCdb = SFCkW ·PPTO·Pdb
−1 (14)

where

• SFCdb is the specific fuel consumption of the drawbar power (g kWh−1);
• SFCkW is the specific fuel consumption of the engine, which is constant (269 g kWh−1);
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• PPTO was taken from Equation (3);
• Pdb was taken from Equation (1) after the field trials.

For the final comparison, SFCdb needed to be referred to in units of surface and,
therefore, it was entered into Equation (14):

SFCha = SFCdb·Pdb·hha·10−3 (15)

where

• SFCha is the specific fuel consumption of the drawbar power (kg ha−1);
• SFCdb is the specific fuel consumption at the drawbar (g kWh−1);
• hha are the hours of work required for one hectare;
• Pdb was taken from Equation (1) after the field trials.

Table 3 summarizes the factors and variables used.

Table 3. Details of the factors adopted in the experimental test.

Fixed Measured Calculated Dependent

Driveline efficiency (α) Slip (s) Power used for the vehicle’s
displacement (Pvd) Specific fuel consumption of

the drawbar power (SFCdb)Specific fuel consumption of
the engine (SFCkW) Forward speed (

→
v ) Drawbar power (Pdb)

Vehicle’s mass (M) Engine power (PPTO)
Drawbar force (F) Dynamic traction ratio (Tr)

3. Results
3.1. Linear Regression and Monte Carlo Analysis

Figure 2 shows the overall output of the MCS. The simulated contemporary variation
of the grip, wheel slip, and engine specific fuel consumption (1000 model runs) resulted
in a MCS output (SFCha) ranging from 12.4 to 16.7 gfuel ha−1 with an average value of
14.2 gfuel ha−1, a standard deviation of ±0.72 gfuel ha−1, and a 95% confidence interval of
±0.045 gfuel ha−1.
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Figure 3 displays the MCS output analysis: when the model output was related to
input variable distributions, there was a weak relationship of SFCha with tire grip, a positive
linear relationship with SFCkw, and a nonlinear relationship with wheel slip.
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Figure 3. Boxplots (highest and lowest data values, median, first and third quartiles) representing the
distributions of the model output (SFCha) vs. the simulated wheel slip, tire grip, and the specific fuel
consumption of the engine (SFCkW). Dots “·” represent outliers.

Based on the model results, the lowest achievable SFCha (12.4 kg ha−1) results from a
slip value of around 13%, while the highest value of 16.7 kg ha−1 relates to a wheel slip
of around 28%. The algorithm also showed high values of SFCha with a low wheel slip
(Figure 3): such a situation commonly occurs when an excessively heavy tractor is used to
carry out a task.

The LRA provided a more formal investigation of the variables’ importance in lower-
ing the model’s uncertainty. For the performed task, the correlation coefficient of the input
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variables with fuel consumption explains how well they relate to the MCS output (Table 2).
The resulting equation, whose R2 is 0.89, is (Equation (16)):

SFCha = 0.538− 1.739·Grip + 0.052 ·SFCkW + 0.085 ·s (16)

Table 4 reports the SRCs for the equation above. The SRCs quantify the linear effect of
the input variables on the dependent variable: their effectiveness is conditional on having
a relatively high fit (R2 = 0.89), which means that the regression model is relatively linear
so that sensitivity analysis can be based on it [33].

Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients of the model inputs with the model output and the standard-
ized regression coefficients resulting from the LRA.

Input Variable Corr. Coeff. (r) SRC

Grip (% net traction) −0.15 −0.14
Wheel Slip (%) 0.73 0.60

SFCkW (gfuel kWh−1) 0.57 0.74

In terms of the rank of the factors by importance depending on the absolute value of
the SRCs, SFCkW and Wheel slip were found to be the most influential variables among
those studied. However, under operative conditions, SFCkW is almost constant (it depends
on the used machinery), and therefore, wheel slip is the most influential input variable.

3.2. The Experimental Trials: Effects of Different Tires on the Traction Efficiency

The measurement of the dynamic traction ratio of the tractor resulting from different
sets of tires under field conditions resulted in the values displayed in Figure 4 (traction data
expressed as the ratio of the drawbar pull (F) to the tire load (kN) normal to the surface (M)
as a function of the slip). These drawbar pull tests confirmed reports in the literature
showing that the drawbar pull increases nonlinearly with slip, and at higher slip values,
the slope of the curve decreases towards 0.
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Figure 5 reports the output of this assessment. It points out that the lowest SFCdb value
(corresponding to the best drawbar power) occurred in the 7.5–12.0% range of wheel slip.
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Figure 5. Boxplots representing the specific fuel consumption of the power at the drawbar during
the tests carried out at various levels of slip (highest and lowest data values, median, first and
third quartiles).

3.3. Validation

Figure 6 compares the outputs of the two processes undergone by the CREA-IT
(SFCha from MCS and SFCha from the test trials) to calculate the specific fuel consumption
(kgfuel ha−1). The field test outputs, processed with the CREA-IT equation, resulted in
a mean fuel consumption per hectare, calculated with 10% slip, of 14.89 ± 0.12 kg ha−1

[Equation (15)], which is in line with the output of the Monte Carlo simulation
(13.64 ± 0.14 kg ha−1, Equation (16)). These data confirm the assumptions of the MCS: the
effect of the choice of tire on fuel consumption during heavy drawbar tasks has a maximal
variation of 1% when performed at tire slip values higher than 10%.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the specific fuel consumptions (kgfuel ha−1) resulting from the Monte Carlo
algorithm and the CREA-IT output.

Table 5 reports the squared error of the specific fuel consumption per hectare resulting
from the comparison between the MCS and the CREA-IT equation. It shows that the best
fit for the simulated output with the experimental results occurs for slip values between
10% and 20%.
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Table 5. Squared error with varied slip levels.

Slip% Squared Error

2.5 19.96
5 5.04

7.5 2.44
10 1.59

12.5 1.28
15 1.20

17.5 1.41
20 1.77

22.5 2.34
25 3.15

27.5 4.28
30 5.80

4. Discussion

The studied variables relate to the tractor–implement combination chosen by a farmer
in terms of the tractor mass and engine power. Increasing the weight of the tractor, on
the one hand, decreases the power lost as slip, but on the other, increases the power lost
through rolling resistance. The efficiency remains relatively stable at slip values of 7–15%
but decreases exponentially at values under 5% (Figure 6). The effect of the slip value was
shown to be significant in both the MCS and CREA-IT equations: on the one hand, the
best fit among the curves occurred when the slip was in the 10–20% range and, on the
other, the worst fit occurred at a low level of slip (<5%). This results from the averaging
effect provided by the MCS process for the power used for the vehicle’s displacement (Pvd).
Accounting for Pvd in the MCS process leads to the adoption of a quadratic model instead
of a linear one.

When using a tractor with a mass and engine power slightly higher than ideal, the
difference in efficiency is negligible, and it is easy for the operator to manage the engine
load and speed (min−1).

However, adopting a tractor smaller than the ideal or with a much higher mass and
power than required will drastically decrease the efficiency. In the first case (Figure 7,
on the left), having a tractor mass and power smaller than those required leads means
that (i) there is high tire slip, (ii) the engine works at close to its maximum power level,
and (iii) the small tire diameter does not result in a high tractive efficiency. In the second
eventuality (the tractor mass and power are much higher than required, Figure 7, on the
right), the mass of the tractor leads to (i) a high level of power loss due to rolling resistance
and (ii) an inability to work at the correct engine load and speed (min−1).
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Figure 7. Examples of incorrect coupling of the implement and the tractor size. The mismatch results
in the inability to manage the operational parameters efficiently.

Practically, correct management of the slip follows the choice of the correct tractor
mass and may affect fuel consumption by up to 20%.

Moreover, both uneven engine performance and overload or strain of the tractor’s
engine should be avoided [20]. Therefore, a tractor with a reserve of power or torque is
necessary and should ideally be equipped with a power management system. In fact, in
the case of a tractor with a manual gearbox, keeping the engine at a reduced speed can
be complicated. With a power-shift gearbox, it is possible to obtain the required engine
power, but the ideal technical solution will result in the system continuously adapting to
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engine load and speed. Two methods allow such adaptation: adopting a continuously
variable transmission (the operator sets the forward speed, and the tractor maintains it
at a rate that is as constant as possible) or managing the engine curve (i.e., deciding on
the unloaded engine rotation and then having a system that maintains the desired engine
speed by varying the fuel injection). A combination of the two systems is also available in
automatic mode.

In this simulation (moldboard plow, 1.8 m width, 0.3 m tillage depth, and 7 km h−1

forward speed), the overall power required at the engine is 57.5 kW. Therefore, adopting
an 87-kW power tractor with the tractor mass set at 5810 kg, providing a maximum power
of 57.2 kW at 1200 min−1, was enough to perform this task. However, even driving it
at 1500 min−1 (75 kW maximum power) would allow the performance of the task to be
done while working under a partial load. In this case, the resulting specific fuel consump-
tion would range between an ideal value of 245 g kWh−1 (full load at 1200 min−1) and
255 g kWh−1 (partial load at 1500 min−1).

5. Conclusions

This study presents a simplified approach based on the MCS to assess the key param-
eters related to the fuel consumption of agricultural tractors during heavy agricultural
drawbar works. The study underlines and quantifies the importance of using a good tractor
engine mass and wheel slip combination. Tractor setting (acting directly on the tire slip)
and engine management greatly influence the specific fuel consumption per hectare (±15%
range), while tire traction properties have minor influences on fuel efficiency.

The study confirms the importance of keeping tire slip close to 10%, which means
that traction tests on agricultural tires also have to be carried out at comparable slip values
(7–10%). Moreover, significant attention is required when measuring fuel consumption
during implement or tire tests. Control of the settings at which the engine is used, such
as speed and load, is fundamental to obtain comparable results. Tractors without engine
control in economy mode may be inappropriate for fuel consumption comparisons during
agricultural tasks.
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